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What I’ll tell you

1) Background: Increasing reports of failures to replicate

2) Previous actions by NIH to enhance rigor

3) New requirements for grants submitted after January 2016

4) What NIH will be looking for in new required sections

5) Some suggested best practices to meet new standards for scientific 
rigor



• The Problem:  Numerous recent reports of findings that can’t 
be replicated.



Failure to replicate key results from preclinical cancer studies:

1) Prinz et al. (2011) Believe it or not: How much can we rely on 
published data on potential drug targets? Nature Reviews Drug 
Discovery. Inconsistencies were found in 2/3 studies

2) Begley and Ellis (2012) Raise standards for preclinical cancer 
research. Nature. Only 6/53 “landmark” papers replicated

3) Begley (2013) Six red flags for suspect work. Nature.
-Were experiments performed blinded?
-Were basic experiments repeated?
-Were all the results presented?
-Were there positive and negative controls? 
-Were reagents validated?
-Were statistical tests appropriate?



• In ALS field, Scott et al., (2008) re-assessed 70 drugs that 
had been reported to increase lifespan in an animal model 
of ALS (SOD1-G93A knockout mice). 

• 221 separate studies were carried out over a five year 
period that involved over 18,000 mice. 

• Some drugs were already in clinical trials.

• Outcome: There was no statistically significant positive 
effect for any of the 70 compounds tested. 

• Conclusion: Previously published effects were 
measurements of noise in the distribution of survival 
means as opposed to an actual drug effect.



How did I get involved in this?  Our FORE-SCI 
Replication Contract.

In 2003, NINDS funded 3 contracts to replicate promising studies in spinal 
cord injury (RIRC at UCI, Miami Project at University of Miami and 
Ohio State University).  Over 10 years, 20 promising, high profile 
studies were repeated, 18 of which have been published.

Outcome:
Only about 10% of the published findings were replicated. A major 
problem was that Methods sections are incomplete and misleading.  

Our interim report:

Steward et al (2012) Replication and reproducibility in spinal cord 
research. Exp. Neurol. Special Issue, 233, 597-605.

Identified some practices that might contribute to failure to replicate



NINDS convened a workshop in June 2012 involving 
stakeholders. From this came recommendations regarding 
minimal requirements to improve rigor involving pre-
experiment sample size estimation, randomization, blinding, 
data handling (data inclusion, exclusion) stopping rules and 
thorough and transparent reporting.

Nature, 490, 187-191, 2012.



Latin scholars will note this should be “Rigor or Mort”.

Some recommendations for best practices for 
preclinical research in neuroscience

Steward and Balice Gordon, 
2014, Neuron 84, 572-581



It’s not just preclinical studies.  Or, everything funded 
by NIH should be considered preclinical!





Actions by NIH



NIH Initiatives include: 





Begley (2013) Six red flags for suspect work. Nature.

-Were experiments performed blinded?
-Were basic experiments repeated?
-Were all the results presented?
-Were there positive and negative controls? 
-Were reagents validated?
-Were statistical tests appropriate?

NIH Announces Changes to Policies, Instructions & 
Forms for 2016 Grant Applications.  

What problems are being targeted?



Phases of Implementation: 
 Phase I – Changes to Policy & Application Instructions for 

most applications due on or after 01/25/16, and before 
05/25/16. 

 Phase II – Changes to Policy, Application Instructions & 
Forms for all applications due on or after 05/25/16. 
Requires use of new application instructions & forms 
(FORMS-D) 

Changes to Policies, Instructions & Forms for 2016 
Grant Applications.  



• Changes to application guide instructions for preparing the 
Research Strategy.   Three new required sections will have 
to be incorporated into the 12 page limit of the Research 
Strategy.  There will be less room for other things in the 
Research Strategy.  START EARLY!!!!

• A 4th required new section is for Authentication of Key 
Biological and/or Chemical Resources.  This will be 
uploaded in Other Attachments section of R&R Other 
Project Information component.

• New instructions for peer review will include additional 
criteria for rigor and transparency (not yet released).

Changes include:  



New required sections in Research Strategy:

1) The scientific premise forming the basis of 
the proposed research

2) Rigorous experimental design for robust and 
unbiased results

3) Consideration of relevant biological variables
(example: gender representation in subject 
pool)



The scientific premise forming the basis of the 
proposed research

1) In the Significance section
Describe the scientific premise for the proposed 
project, including consideration of the strengths and 
weaknesses of published research or preliminary 
data crucial to the support of your application. 



Rigorous experimental design for robust and 
unbiased results

In the Approach section
Describe the experimental design and methods 
proposed and how they will achieve robust and 
unbiased results. 



• Pre-experiment power calculations (endpoint sensitivity, variability, effect 
size, desired level of confidence, definition and rationale for n).

• Controls to reduce un-recognized bias in data collection

• Random assignment to groups

• Procedures to achieve blinding

• Data handling and analyses

• Positive and negative controls

• Thorough and transparent reporting

– Steward and Balice-Gordon, (2014) Neuron, 84, 572-581.

Considerations for rigorous study design



• Experimental procedures to protect against un-recognized bias.
– Is bias minimized through blinding, recoding, and systematic random sampling?

• “Bias is unintentional and unconscious.  It is defined broadly as the systematic 
erroneous association of some characteristic with a group in a way that 
distorts a comparison with another group…The process of addressing bias 
involves making everything equal during the design, conduct and interpretation 
of a study and reporting those steps in an explicit and transparent way” 
(Ransohoff and Gourlay, 2010).

• Random assignment to groups.
• Allocation concealment
• Prospective inclusion/exclusion

– Blinding
• Blinded outcome assessment
• Separation of data collection and analysis.  3rd party data management
• Re-coding data
• Exceptions to blinding, and resulting interpretive caveats

• Biases due to outcome expectation: Is the guiding philosophy to “test” an 
hypothesis or “prove” an hypothesis?

– Steward and Balice-Gordon, (2014) Neuron, 84, 572-581.

Considerations for rigorous study design



• Unbiased sampling:

– Use defined protocols for sampling populations.  Examples include well-
developed methods for opinion surveys.

– In studies of tissues and cells, use techniques for unbiased sampling that 
come from principles of “stereology.

Considerations for rigorous study design



• Data analysis:
– Plan statistical analysis and get consultation BEFORE collecting data.  An 

important part of good statistical analysis is in experiment execution.

– Understand corrections for multiple comparisons.  If you are collecting 
different data sets from a single group, this constitutes multiple 
comparisons even if the data are from different analyses.

– Explain how you will avoid “testing to a foregone conclusion”.  
• Red flag: Collecting data, analyze as you go, and continue to 

increase “n” until differences are significant. This is the way pilot 
experiments are often done.  The way to avoid the problem is to 
clearly distinguish between “pilot” experiments and the start of the 
definitive experiment.

– Explain how you will avoid “p-hacking”.  

• Steward and Balice-Gordon, (2014) Neuron, 84, 572-581.

Considerations for rigorous study design



P-hacking



• P-hacking: Some examples and some possible solutions.
– Carrying out multiple analyses/comparisons, but only reporting the one(s) 

that differ significantly.
• If multiple comparisons are planned, state planned statistical corrections (such as 

Bonferroni corrections). 
• Pre-identify primary vs. secondary measures

– There is a trend in the data, so additional experiments are done to 
increase “n” (testing to a foregone conclusion).

• Distinguish between pilot experiments vs. pre-planned analyses. 
• Define stopping rules.  What constitutes an “experiment” for purposes of analysis?

– There is a trend in the data, so “outliers” are excluded so that statistical 
comparisons become significant.

• Prospectively define inclusion/exclusion criteria
• Describe handling of outliers

– Lack of transparency in reporting all analyses that were done.
• State that you will report all analyses including ones that are not shown.  This is now a 

requirement in some journals.
• To the extent possible, state that original data will be included in publications or made 

available on request for future meta-analyses.

Considerations for rigorous study design



New required third section: Consideration of relevant 
biological variables (example: gender representation in 
subject pool)

This is a new required section in the Research Strategy, but follows 
earlier mandates.  The paper below, currently in press, may be a 
useful resource for references.  



New required third section: Consideration of relevant 
biological variables (example: gender representation in 
subject pool)

Traditionally, male animals have been used for many studies 
because of concerns about variability over the estrous cycle.  The 
paper below indicates that this may be less of a problem than 
expected and may be a useful reference for this point.   



Authentication of Key Biological and/or Chemical 
Resources
Describe methods to ensure the identity and validity of key 
biological and/or chemical resources used in the proposed 
studies.

1) Cell lines

2) Antibodies

3) Drugs

4) Genetically modified animals.  For transgenic animals 
carrying fluorescent marker for particular cell types, how will 
specificity be validated? Consider complications of genetic 
background.

This section is to be uploaded into the Other Attachments 

section and for now, is not YET a criterion for scoring.  



Changes to section on animal use: 

• Updated guidance on criteria to be addressed 
(description of procedures; justifications; minimization 
of pain and distress; and euthanasia)

• A description of veterinary care is no longer 
required 

• Justification for the number of animals has been 
eliminated (but this now would be in the rigor section).

• A description and justification of the method of 
euthanasia is required only if the method is not 
consistent with AVMA Guidelines for the Euthanasia of 
Animals 



• New instructions for peer review will include 
additional criteria for rigor and transparency.

Problem
• New instructions for reviewers for review criteria for 
rigor and transparency may not be available before 
the deadline for January/February 2016 submission 
deadlines!

• Proposals will have to be prepared without knowing 
what the new review criteria will be. 



New requirements for Research Performance Progress Reports

Research Performance Progress Reports (RPPR) submitted January 25, 2016 
or later will be expected to emphasize rigorous approaches taken to ensure 
robust and unbiased results. Rigor should be addressed in the RPPR for any 
grant that funds research or training in research; grants that support other 
activities do not need to address rigor. This includes non-competing 
continuation reports (Type 5) for grants reviewed and awarded before 
implementation of the policy. 

RPPR instructions will be updated by January 25,
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-16-011.html 
3/512/9/2015 NOT-OD-16-011: Implementing Rigor and Transparency in NIH & 
AHRQ Research Grant Applications.



How will reviewers will react to and interpret the 
new guidelines?

• Enhancing rigor will likely require increasing research staff to 
enabling blinding, increasing “n” and repeating experiments, which 
will increase project cost and reduce the scope of what can be 
accomplished.  

• How will steps to increase rigor be viewed given the current culture 
of peer review, which emphasizes innovation and eye-catching 
research?


